
CETV Now! Announces Exciting Recruitment of
Host Partners in the Orlando Metro Areas

The digital marketing leader expands

rapidly, offering businesses a unique chance

to enhance visibility and drive sales through

in-venue TV advertising.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA, July 31, 2024 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- CETV Now!, a leading

force in digital marketing, is thrilled to

announce its focused recruitment of host

partners in the dynamic Orlando metro

area markets. This strategic move aims to

expand CETV Now!'s footprint by

partnering with restaurants, bars, and

other businesses to elevate their

advertising capabilities and boost

revenue.

CETV Now! has revolutionized the way

businesses advertise, now providing a

platform where host partners can insert their own promotions on-screen up to four times per

hour. This innovative feature allows partners to highlight their most profitable products and

services, driving significant sales increases. Case studies have shown a remarkable uptick in sales

for items promoted through CETV Now!'s in-venue screens, making it a highly attractive

proposition for potential host partners.

"We are excited to expand our host partner network in Orlando," said a representative from

CETV Now!. "Our platform not only enhances the customer experience but also empowers

businesses to leverage their own promotions effectively. The response from current partners has

been overwhelmingly positive, and we are eager to bring this opportunity to more

establishments."

Restaurants and bars have shown the most significant interest and success with CETV Now!'s

platform, but there is also exceptional potential for additional business types, including lounges,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.cetvnow.com/monetize/
https://www.cetvnow.com/monetize/
https://www.cetvnow.com/advertise/


CETV Now! is an Arizona-based digital marketing

company dedicated to transforming the digital

marketing landscape by leveraging innovative

approaches to commercial environment TV

advertising likened to real-life social media marketing

in real time.

CETV Now! is dedicated to transforming the digital

marketing landscape by offering highly targeted

strategies for presenting ad content within precise

parameters.

gyms, urgent care facilities, nail salons,

and hair salons. CETV Now! utilizes a

phased approach to partnering with

businesses in new markets, ensuring a

solid foundation and maximizing the

impact for early adopters. Current host

partners have reported substantial

benefits from incorporating CETV

Now!'s advertising solutions. The ability

to run their own promotions has been

particularly well-received, with

businesses seeing increased customer

engagement and sales. This compelling

proposition resonates with business

owners looking for innovative ways to

connect with their customers and

stand out in competitive markets.

CETV Now! is dedicated to

transforming the advertising landscape

for businesses in the Orlando metro

areas. By partnering with businesses of

all types and sizes, CETV Now! aims to

establish a strong presence and deliver

measurable results. The platform's

proven success in increasing sales and

customer engagement makes it a

valuable asset for any business looking

to enhance its marketing strategy.

For more information on how to

become a host partner and take advantage of CETV Now!'s innovative advertising solutions, visit

www.cetvnow.com or contact Media Relations at (833) 807-1500 or info@cetvnow.com.

###

About CETV Now!: CETV Now! is an innovative digital marketing firm based in Arizona, dedicated

to transforming the way businesses advertise through commercial environment TV advertising.

With a reputation for delivering highly targeted strategies and superior video creation services,

CETV Now! enables businesses of all sizes to achieve peak marketing effectiveness. Their

platform allows host partners to insert their own promotions, significantly boosting sales and

customer engagement. As CETV Now! expands its footprint, it continues to provide cutting-edge

solutions that drive business growth and enhance the customer experience. For more details,

http://www.cetvnow.com


visit www.cetvnow.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/731695389
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